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LAUNCESTON HASH HOUSE HARRIERS
A DRINKING CLUB WITH
A RUNNING PROBLEM

RUN No. 2448 171 West Tamar H’Way Hare: Sheila

2448 Sheila at The Tailrace Tennis Centre.
With a reputation for "hills" the pack should not have been surprised that the first leg was straight up the Hydro
easement. A lateral cross found a way into the charred remains of Scary's recent burn off and down his driveway.
Many were relieved that the return ascent of this heartbreaking strip of blacktac was not necessary; there would
be no more significant hill climbs tonight..... EXCEPT for Groat searching for trail up Cherry Road.
His fruitless search forced his return to the check; the area was deserted, the GM had been abandoned. He sighted Scary wandering aimlessly in the distance still under the influence of psychedelic pharmaceuticals. He reeled
him in and the two lost sheep called it a day and headed back.
Meanwhile the GM deserters made their way through Trevallyn streets and alleys, across West Tamar Road, along
the river walk track and over the Tailrace to the organised Drink Stop. The locale of this stopover gave insight to a
hidden sanctuary rarely seen by the modern Hash fraternity; yes it's Inlets Garden - the site of much controversy
in a bygone era which led to total prohibition of all HHH events within its' boundary. Tonight there is a rare amnesty for a catch up and some beers with convalescing Inlet, confined to home due to various complications with
recent cosmetic surgery and in need of man love from fellow hashers. Last drinks and there is a mad scurry for
seats in Thumbs' vehicle by sludge arses too lazy and tired to make their way back on foot. Speaking of sludge arses Tiles and Derbs seemingly had not left the On On site but to their credit they had the furnace at full tilt by the
time the pack returned.

ON ON:
A new shiny shit hot Winnebago was parked 1.5 metres from the on on - Kuzza's cannot bear
to be far from his new baby and who can blame him when it cost more than the GDP of a small
African nation. Quality control is not what it used to be the outside wall mounted table is on a
5degree slope No Loggy so acres of room on the BBQ. No lip so GM took control. Sheila
skulled for setting a magnificent run. Usual quality prizes in the Monks raffle minor prizes
went to visiting Hasher Kuzza the ex millionaire, Thumbs, Bugsy and Sheila with Bendover taking out the major draw a LH3 T shirt. Abba attempts to tell a joke about drinking with the Dragon but the punch line got missed in the translation Next weeks run is at Scary’s 53 Newlands St
Trevallyn Can't remember a thing else so it must have been a good night

The 2020 Committee The Committee that “ Will make changes ”
GM: Groat JM: Rainbow, Hash Cash: Thumbs, Monk: Delly Trail Master: Hash Pash , Horn: Dip Stick , Lip: Fingers, Scribe: Run
report is now done each week by the Hare, Web Wanker: Bugsy, Hash Hops: Thumbs

Receding Hare Line
Tuesday 1st December 53Newlands St Trevallyn Hare : Scary

Have you set a run recently if you have not the Trail master may nominate you soon
LH4 Ph. 0408139601 (Magpie) LH4

LH4 Receding Hare Line
Thursday 3rd December Hardwicke St Summerhill Hare: Blakey
Joke of the Week

THE ASS END OF THE TRASH
Har jag berättat
skämtet om
drakarna Hashfru

I think we lost
something in the
Swedish translation

I am sure we did
can you try the
English version
next week Abba

